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Supplementary Figure 1. CD20 hypomorphs 
live imaging. Consecutive z-stacks of merged 
fluorescent and bright field  microscopy images 
of live CHO cells expressing CD20, CD20 
12As and CD 20 18As constructs. CD20 
positive cells were labelled using anti-CD20-
2H7 FITC-labelled antibody. The cell 
membrane is labeled with CellMask™ Orange 
stain and the DNA was labeled with Hoechst 
33342 stain. White scale bar represents 10 um. 
The control non-transfected CHO cells are 
indicated. 
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Supplementary Figure 2. CRISPR/Cas9 design validation for endogenous polyA insertion in the TP53 gene locus of 
HAP1 cells. A. Design schema shown with both coding and translated sequence representing the location of specific 
gRNAs and polyA track insertion. Poly insertion represented by red rectangle. B. OFF-target analysis for gRNAs. 
Selected gRNAs along with number of genomic mismatches to longer and shorter regions of the selected target sequence 
(long_0,long_1, long_3,short_0) are highlighted in red. SNP (Single nucleotide polymorphism), SNP count, and distance 
from cut site in base-pairs (BP) are also shown. C. Sequencing results for 12A and 36A single clones, respectively. 
Results are shown for 2 clones for each insert (12 or 36A), both in the forward direction.  In addition to target sequence 
and gDNAs being represented, the location of the ssODN (fuschia) in shown with both 5’ and 3’ homology arms (red and 
blue, respectively). The sequenced results for the region surrounding the polyA track insertion (red underline) is shown.   
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Supplementary Figure 3. CRISPR/Cas9 Design Validation for Endogenous PolyA insertion in the AUF1 gene locus 
of HEK293 cells. A. Design schema shown with both coding and translated sequence representing the location of specific 
gRNAs and polyA track insertion. Poly insertion represented by red rectangle. B. OFF-target analysis for gRNAs. 
Selected gRNAs along with number of genomic mismatches to longer and shorter regions of the selected target sequence 
(long_0,long_1, long_3,short_0) are highlighted in red. SNP (Single nucleotide polymorphism), SNP count, and distance 
from cut site in base-pairs (BP) are also shown. C. Sequencing results for a single 12A clone is shown.The target 
sequence is shown in addition to the location of the ssODN (fuschia) in shown with both 5’ and 3’ homology arms (red 
and blue, respectively).  The sequenced results for the region surrounding the polyA track insertion (red underline) is 
shown. D. Sequencing results for a single 12A clone in both the forward and reverse directions in shown. The sequenced 
results for the polyA track insertion (red underline) is shown.  
